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Who are they?

This is the ‘Caricature’ of
Gen Z...
●

Between the ages of 12-25

●

Pragmatic not idealistic

●

Financial security over personal
fulﬁllment

●

Career oriented but driven by work life
balance

●

Seeking new experiences everyday

The ‘search for truth’ lies at the root of their behaviour
Four key traits of Gen Z have been identiﬁed that link back to their search for truth, in all
its forms.
Undeﬁned ID

‘Communaholic’

Dialoguer

Realistic

Expressing
individual truth

Connecting through
diﬀerent truths

Understanding
diﬀerent truths

Unveiling the truth
behind all things

They are the least
homogenous
generation, actively
seeking to be unique.

Using community for the
greater good but not at the
expense of individual
freedoms

They are more engaged in
conversation and like to be
more involved in the process
and in the content.

Less aspirational and
more realistic, looking
for experiences IRL.

They have a deep rooted values system the stretches
beyond their stereotype
Diversity
●
●
●
●

Gen Z prioritizes diversity more than any other
generation..
64% want news to reﬂect the diversity of the
population.
Diversity is not just isolated to race and gender,
but also identity and orientation.
Shift to Cognitive Diversity.

Taking a Stance
●

●
●

Work Ethic
●
●
●

69% agree that hard work is rewarded, while
only 9% disagree
8 out of 10 believe success is important to them
The majority set themselves goals and go after
them hard

Source : EMMA, Deloitte, Pew Research, Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

They believe that protesting makes a
diﬀerence, 22% more likely to than the average
person
1 in 6 believe that racism is getting worse in
Australia
72% believe we should strive for equality

Education
●

●
●

Gen Z considers a traditional education more
important than ever before.
57% enrolled in college, up 5% from Millenials.
Gen Z is quickly becoming the most educated
and debt-laden generation in history.

Their altruistism and purpose driven nature manifests
in the things they worry about
The top concerns for Gen Z anchored in 3 areas; social issues, environment and
economic prosperity, displaying an unusual level of empathy for this younger generation

Racism
58%

Climate
change
50%

Property
prices
47%

Sexism
45%

Employment
prospects
43%

These top of mind concerns impact the choices they make in life including how and where they spend
their time and money.
●
●
●

55% try to buy household products that won’t pollute the environment
39% have stopped using a brand because of political stand in the last year
41% would consider purchasing an electric car

Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

They believe in holding brands accountable to their
values
Q: Which of the following factors do you consider important
in the brands you purchase?

Honesty and Transparency is the key factor in
their brand engagement
They also expect brands to use their power positively for
people and planet.

61%
57%
46%

44%

42%

They judge companies on their ethics,
practices and social impact as well as the
quality of goods.
●
●
●

Honest &
transparent

Treat
employees
well

Ethical
practices

Socially
responsible

Use their
power to
help people

Sources: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s; EMMA CMV, 12 months to Dec 2020

55% try to buy household products that won’t pollute the
environment
39% have stopped using a brand because of political
stand in the last year
41% would consider purchasing an electric car

Why they are, the way they are?

Experiences in their formative years are shaping their
world view
Gen Z grew up during a period of slow
economic growth
Watched their parents lose jobs and older millennial sibling
slow to move out of home due to comparatively slow
growth

The growing wealth gap
Improving living standards but older australians have seen
larger gains in wealth, income, expenditure and govt
beneﬁts than younger australians. The generational bargain
is under strain.

Rise in non-discretionary expenses
Relative increases in expenses such as housing, transport
and food compared to previous generations
Source: Grattan Institute - Generation Gap Report 2019, Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Dramatic rise in higher education fees
This generation will be the most educated and indebted
generation to date, despite 82% being concerned with the
quality of higher education

Other global events are shaping the traditional yet
progressive values of Gen Z
Environmental Activism
The Inconvenient Truth & Greta
Thunberg igniting their desire for
social change

TRADITIONALLY
RESPONSIBLE
Property Bubble
Driving their aspiration to be
homeowners at a younger
age

US Elections
Obama (2008) / Trump (2016) driving
and increased engagement in the
political process

Marriage Equality Act (2013)
Using their vote to drive positive
change

SOCIALLY
PROGRESSIVE

Global Financial Crisis
Fueling a focus on career and
progression in a slow jobs market

#Metoo movement
Challenging the status quo and
redeﬁning the expectations of
women in society

They look up to their mums - “strong, independent and
their biggest cheerleader.”
Their role models are much closer
to home
1.
2.
3.
4.

61%

Mum (29%)
Dad (10%)
Parents (7%)
No one (5%)

60%
56%

56%
56%

Intelligent

Loyal

55%

55%

5.

Other mentions - Australian politicians, Elon
Musk, Dwayne Johnson, Barack Obama, Martin
Luther King,. etc

“(Mum) inspires me to be the best version of myself and
to treat myself and everyone around me with respect”
“She works as hard as she can, she is beautiful, very
intelligent, and is compassionate. She motivates me to
do the best I can, and I always strive to reach the
standards that she subconsciously sets.”
Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Inspiring or
motivating

Determined

Conﬁdent in
their own
abilities

Q. What traits or characteristics do you look for in a role model?

Always
striving to
be better

Their Gen X parents have
created and unexpected
desire to fulﬁll their destiny.
Higher levels of ‘Generativity’ at this
age than previous generations.
This is associated with higher levels of community
involvement, caring friendships and healthy identity
development in the adolescence of this generation.

70% agree “It’s important to leave the
world a better place for future
generations”
A healthy level of pessimism about the
future, inherited from their parents.
Similar levels of pessimism to Gen X and 15% higher
than both Boomers and Millennials at the same age

Source: Concordia University, University of Michigan

Why should we care about them?

Gen Z will be the economic power-house in the not too
distant future
By 2030, Gen Z is projected to grow to 6.3 million Australians, accounting for a third of
the work force and their disposable income will be 5x higher than what it is today.

TODAY

2030

(Ages 12-25)

(Age 21-34)

4.96 million

13%

$52 billion

POPULATION

% OF WORKFORCE

DISPOSABLE INCOME

6.29 million

33%

$265 billion

Sources: Understanding the Future Consumer, McCrindle Research, Aug 2020; Gen Z’s role in shaping the Australian digital economy, Oxford Economics (commissioned by Snapchat), Mar 2021

Their inﬂuence reaches far and wide....
Spend their own money

Gen Z are more likely than
millennials to be involved in
decision making in the home.
93% claim to have inﬂuence
over decision making in the
home.
High relevance across our key
categories
as they inﬂuence the family
spending in Food, Travel and
Household Goods & Furniture.
Source: IBM Gen Z brand relationships

Inﬂuence Family Spending

...But inﬂuencing THEM is the key to success.
Advice Giving
Gen Z are more likely to give advice for: fashion and
beauty, luxury goods, home decorating ideas, and
trying new foods.

78% give advice or
make recommendations
to friends or family

49% more likely to
consider themselves
trendsetters amongst
their friends

Advice Seeking

V’s

They are more likely to seek advice about which
magazines to read, buying new books and alcoholic
beverages.

41% are inﬂuenced by
comments/reviews
that they read online 55% more than average

36% state that
newspaper/magazines
often inﬂuence their
travel plans

News is well positioned to inﬂuence the key consumer
segments in this demo
Premium Shopaholics - 17%
love to shop and take time to research mainly
online, they purchase spontaneously
Combining our reputation and resources to
prepare these consumers to purchase from our
partners

Brand Conscious Followers - 24%
love brands of all kinds and follow trends closely
but don’t necessarily love shopping
Leveraging our brands and driving a sense of
urgency with up to date trends

Ethical conﬁdents - 18%
Prefer environmentally responsible and socially
ethical brands

Value Researchers - 14%
Are always on the hunt for the best deal and prefer
to research and buy online
As a provider of information and ecomm partner
becoming their trusted partner

Quality Conscious independents - 15%
Seek out quality, which they judge for themselves,
and are willing to pay for it
We have a reputation for quality through our
prestige brands which we can leverage

Disengaged Conformists - 12%
Want to spend as little time as possible shopping

How do they navigate the world?

They are willing to pay for content, as long as it’s entertaining
They are willing to pay for content and
already do

% of Gen Z that have either started consuming or
consuming more following the pandemic

They subscribe to and are willing to pay for content, with 7%
currently subscribing to current events and global news and
8% are willing to - making them just as likely as other
generations.

Heavy consumers of Cinema and OOH media
Unsurprisingly they are more likely to have heavy consumption
of internet (mostly through their mobiles), cinema and
outdoor/OOH

20% do not consume any TV at all
Gen Z are less likely to consume traditional media, with twice
as many as previous generations not consuming tv at all.

52% have accessed news and current aﬀairs
58% have used the internet to access entertainment
information in the last 7 days,
Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Source: Global Web Index, Coronavirus Research Report 16-23 year olds

Video Rules!
Top 5 - Time spent

Top 5 - Penetration
89%

Per person

96% own smartphones, and on average own 7+
social media accounts and spend 3 hours a day

14:48 h

on social media*

79%

76%

64%

60%
Source: Nielsen DCP, Dec 2020

Despite Google & Facebook being in the top 3 in
terms of reach, Gen Z spend the least time there
and YouTube takes the top spot for time spent.
Gen Z spend the most time of any generation on:
●
YouTube
●
Instagram
●
Facebook Messenger
●
Spotify
including double the amount of time than
Millennials on Snapchat and TikTok

14:20 h

12:11 h

8:31 h

8:11 h

The most concerned about their data, but are willing
to trade.
In a study by UMASS :
They have serious concerns about data
security and safety online, but are least likely to
do anything about it.

They are concerned about their privacy
but do little about it

They value the experience over the security,
and are willing to trade data for a better
experience.

They worry platforms are sharing their
banking data

They claim to spend too much time on social
media, and it gets in the way of relationships.

82% are somewhat or very concerned about privacy when
using social networking sites, yet 97% currently have at
least one active social media account.

78% are using mobile payment services with 81% indicating
it was a requirement to link their bank account information
to use the app. 48% worry that the platforms are sharing
their personal banking information with third-parties.

They think their devices are vulnerable
37% have a smart speaker in their home, 84% of which
think the devices are vulnerable to hackers.

Their future is ‘Phygital’
While Gen Z spend a lot of their time online,
they still seek out physical experiences

61% have been to the movies in
the last 3m
34% more likely than average

38% prefer to go out than stay in
18% have been to a concert in
the last 3m
37% more likely than average

They love big nights out more
than previous generations
31% believe they are at their best
with a crowd

26% have been to a nightclub in
the last 3m
2.3x more likely than average

How does this manifest in Media?

Gen Z deﬁne news by recency and topicality rather
than the source of origination
Q: Do you see news as….
Information about recent or
current situation or event
Anything unusual or out of
the ordinary

54%

46%

Any topic people are
interested in

53%

47%

Any content published by a
media organization

49%

51%

Any topic people talk about

47%

53%

Any content available on
social media

44%

Yes
No

21%

79%

56%

News is important to them as it provides a gateway to
the world around but their experiences aren’t all that
positive

61%
AGREE

News plays an important role in
educating and informing young
Australians about the world
around them

Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

43%

33%

ACCESS NEWS
DAILY

POSITIVE
EXPERIENCE

They’re getting their news from
TV in the home (49%) &
Facebook online (45%).

See news consumption as
a positive experience
14-16 year olds most likely to see it as a
positive experience (40%)

“I want to be heard…”

7 in 10

Feel it’s important for young Australians
to have a voice in the news
But only...

1 in 4

Feel their point of view is ‘very often/often’
reﬂected in Australian news media

Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

News needs to be factual, balanced, transparent and
delivered from experts….
...through an omnichannel experience.
Factually based 71%
From experts or those experienced in topic 68%

Q: Below are diﬀerent ways in which the news can be
delivered. How important is it to you that the news is… (%
total important - top 2 box out of 5 pt scale)

Provides a balanced viewpoint 67%
Is transparent in communication 66%
Seamlessly consumed across devices 65%
Independent/unbiased 65%
Reﬂects diversity of people 64%
Allows me to easily browse headlines 61%
Shared from a reputable person or brand 60%

From a brand that reﬂects my values 45%
Is written by people like me 43%
Is interactive 42%
Delivered through one single source 34%
Is aggregated 29%
Exaggerated or sensationalised 24%
Is negative and depressing 24%

Less important aspects to deliver on
Important aspects to deliver on

Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

They want to be part of the story and engage with the
brands they trust.
Gen Z are collaborators and co-creators - they want to be part of the process, aligning with their need for dialogue
and being part of a tribe.
67%

67%

1 in 2 consider their voice and actions to
be more powerful online than oﬄine.

60%
57%
49%

Their digital ﬂuency sees Gen Z adept at
content creation
The top types of content they would like to
create and share online are:
●
Games (43%)
●
Videos (34%)
●
Photos (31%)
Participate
in online
campaigns

Participate
in product
reviews

Submit ideas
for product
design

Attend
events by a
brand

Create
digital
content

Sources: Gen Z brand relationships, IBM Institute for Business Value, Generation Inﬂuence: Reaching Gen Z in the New Digital Paradigm, WP Engine and The Center for Generational Kinetics, Aug 2020,
Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Content that resonates.

The intersection of Interest and Satisfaction identiﬁes
Gen Z’s unmet content needs.
HIGH SATISFACTION
Music
⬤
Gaming
⬤
Fashion
Sport
Beauty
⬤
⬤
⬤

LOW
INTEREST

Puzzles ⬤

Auto
⬤

⬤ Craft
⬤ Current aﬀairs

Relationships
⬤
⬤ Economy

Entertainment
⬤
Pets
Retail
⬤
⬤
Cooking ⬤
⬤ Technology
Eating out ⬤
⬤ Health
⬤ Education

Career
Money/Finance ⬤
⬤
Environment
⬤

⬤ Dating

Source: Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Family ⬤

LOW SATISFACTION

HIGH
INTEREST

The desire for ﬁnancial security drives their interest in
ﬁnancial content
More interested than Millenials in
buying a home

Household Finances - Areas of interest
(Base: 18-24’s)
65%

63%

Over 2x more likely to be interested in buying a
home- more than any of the other generations

61%
50%

46%

44%

42%

39%

They want to be prepared for the
future.

36%
30%

46% more likely to be interested in how to
prepare for unexpected expenses, highlighting
they are a future focused generation

Their three money mindsets
Savvy savers
● Gen Z are active savers (53%) and
careful with their money (59%)
● 3 in 10 have $50K+ in savings &
investments (on par with millennials)
Entrepreneurial energy
● 1 in 3 would like to start their own
business or side hustle in the N5Y
● 42% more likely to be willing to take
out a personal loan for something they
need
Wealth creation
● 61% own investments,
● 31% are willing to take risks when
investing to get a higher return
Sources: EMMA, Gen Z Survey, News Corp Australia, n=1,059 14-24’s

Happiness and security are at
the foundations of their goals
Financial goals in the next 5 years:
A job they love (66%)
A job that pays well (63%)
Enter the property market (61%)
Travel the world (44%)
Save for a big ticket item (40%)

It’s been estimated that 85% of jobs that exist in 2030
haven't been invented yet.

Arts & culture oﬀer an outlet
for expression outside the
digital realm
Embrace diversity as a form of inspiration
3 out of 4 Gen Z’s like to be surrounded by diﬀerent people,
cultures, ideas and lifestyles- more than any generation before
them

Their hobbies highlight their creativity
Gen Z over index for interests in activities such as photography,
dance and urban and modern arts. They are also more likely to
visit art galleries, museums and live performances

They seek inspiration from around the world
55% of Gen Z’s would like to explore the world with 49% being
interested in other culture and countries

When it comes to following and consuming sports,
Gen Z are doing it a little diﬀerently...
Consuming on a global
scale

Aussie Gen Z’s over index in
interest for global sports
such as basketball, baseball
and soccer.
Underindex for traditional
‘Aussie sports’ like Rugby
League, Cricket and AFL.
Gen Z are preferring quick
paced sports like
basketball, MMA and
extreme sports

Fluid with their loyalty

Gen Z are more likely to
align to individual athletes
rather than teams
They are also more likely to
follow teams outside their
geographical area and are
more open to changing
teams

Action at their
ﬁngertips

At the forefront of a
sporting revolution

Gen Z are less likely to sit
down and watch an entire
match, rather prefer shorter,
snackable content

52% of Gen Z’s are
interested in gaming and
27% are interested in
esports

They are 2x more likely to
watch sport on a streaming
platform

In the US, esports has
already taken over Nascar,
MLB and the NHL for the
number of Gen Z fans

They are willing to pay for
sporting content, but are
much more picky with what
they pay for

A more Mindful Generation, with a thirst for wellness
information
Mental Health

Diet & Fitness
●

●
●

6 out of 10 exercise regularly to keep ﬁt,
with a mix of running and gym topping
the list of activities
55% try to avoid unhealthy foods
39% prefer natural/alternative therapies,
over indexing versus the average

●

●

●

4 in 10 believe that mental health is one
of the most important social issues in
Australia
43% stated their mental health
worsened during the pandemic with
isolation the main concern
43% are concerned about the wellbeing
of their friends and family while close to

Alcohol Consumption
●
●

Binge drinking in 18-24 year olds is down
from 29% to 20% between 2005-2017
44% of Gen Z drank less during the
pandemic (more than any other
generation) while 31% drank more often
(less than any other generation)

Health/Lifestyle Content
●

●

37% of 18-24 year olds access lifestyle
content from Tiktok, the most popular
channel for this demographic
Top areas of interest are mental health
(73%), self-care (71%) and mindful
eating/diet (52%)

